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To go in the dark with a light is to know the light. 

To know the dark, go dark. Go without sight, 

and find that the dark, too, blooms and sings, 

and is traveled by dark feet and dark wings. 

—Wendell Berry 

 

And Still the Mystery Surrounds Us 
 

Welcome 
Rev. Clare Petersberger 

 

Tomorrow is the final day of Hanukkah, remembering the story of when the Holy Temple was rededicated at 

the time of the Maccabean liberation battle. Only one day’s worth of oil remained, yet it burned for eight 

days. This morning, we light candles of remembrance with words by Amanda Udis-Kessler:  

 

As we light the shamas candle, we rededicate ourselves to the miracle of light in a season of darkness  

to the miracle of trust in a time of anxiety  

to the miracle of hope in a time of despair  

to the miracle of faith in a time of cynicism  

to the miracle of wholeness in a time of fracture  

to the miracle of courage in a time of fear  

to the miracle of resistance in a time of oppression  

to the miracle of peace in a time of violence  

and in a time of hatred we rededicate ourselves to the miracle of love.  

 

And in Christian congregations, today the second candle of Advent is being lighted. Last week, we lighted the 

flame of Hope. Today, we add the flame of love. May we shine with the light of love.  

 

The Covenant 
(Read in unison)                 

L. Griswold Williams 

 

LOVE IS THE DOCTRINE OF THIS CHURCH, 

THE QUEST OF TRUTH IS ITS SACRAMENT, 

AND SERVICE IS ITS PRAYER. 

  

TO DWELL TOGETHER IN PEACE, 

TO SEEK KNOWLEDGE IN FREEDOM, 

TO SERVE HUMAN NEED, 

TO THE END THAT ALL SOULS SHALL 

GROW INTO HARMONY WITH THE DIVINE— 

THUS DO WE COVENANT WITH EACH OTHER 

AND WITH GOD. 
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Opening Words 
“Embrace the Night”          

Jennifer Leota Gray 

 

Last Sunday, we reflected on the miracle of light and lights in this season. Today, we turn our minds, hearts, 

and spirits to the experience of darkness. With The Reverend Jennifer Leota Gray, let us pray:  

 

Universal mystery, 

guide us away from the desire to 

shine light in all the corners. 

Teach us to embrace the night, 

For without the darkness, 

We never see the stars. 

 

Chalice Lighting 
“A Blessing for Traveling in the Dark” 

Jan Richardson 

(Read responsively) 

 

Life begins in the darkness of our mother’s womb; we all need sleep and rest during the nighttime; we dream 

in the darkness of sleep; and, at some points in our lives, we each have dark nights of the soul. So for all who 

travel in darkness, Jan Richardson wrote the blessing in your order of service.  

 

Go slow 

if you can. 

Slower. 

More slowly still. 

Friendly dark 

or fearsome, 

this is no place 

to break your neck 

by rushing, 

by running, 

by crashing into 

what you cannot see. 

 

THEN AGAIN, 

IT IS TRUE: 

DIFFERENT DARKS 

HAVE DIFFERENT TASKS, 

AND IF YOU 

HAVE ARRIVED HERE UNAWARES, 

IF YOU HAVE COME 

IN PERIL 

OR IN PAIN, 

THIS MIGHT BE NO PLACE 
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YOU SHOULD DAWDLE. 

 

I do not know 

what these shadows 

ask of you, 

what they might hold 

that means you good 

or ill. 

It is not for me 

to reckon 

whether you should linger 

or you should leave. 

 

BUT THIS IS WHAT 

I CAN ASK FOR YOU: 

THAT IN THE DARKNESS 

THERE BE A BLESSING. 

THAT IN THE SHADOWS 

THERE BE A WELCOME. 

THAT IN THE NIGHT 

YOU BE ENCOMPASSED 

BY THE LOVE THAT KNOWS 

YOUR NAME. 

 

Prelude 
“De Noche (By Night)”    

Jacques Berthier 

TUUC Choir 

 

Story 
Moon 

Britta Teckentrup 

 

When I hear about hastening in darkness to search for living water, I picture the people who made up the 

Lunar Society in Great Britain during the late seventeen hundreds into the beginning of the nineteenth 

century. They would literally travel in darkness in their horse-drawn carriages, guided only by the light of the 

full moon, to seek truth together. They met during the full moon because the extra light made their journeys 

home safer. There were no street lights in those days.  

 

Britta Teckentrup invites us to think about our experience of life in darkness lighted only by the moon in her 

Peek-Through Picture Book Moon.  

 

[In this picture book, the author wonders that the moon shines above us, enveloping all in its mystery, then 

describes and illustrates the effect of moonlight on various denizens of Earth as they go about their lives, and 

on Earth’s very features, like oceans, moved in waves by the moon, clouds bright in the moon’s light, and 

snow, sparkling in its glow.] 
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Hymn 
#46  “Now the Day Is Over”  

 

Meditation 
“For Night”  

Rainer Marie Rilke  

 

You, darkness, of whom I am born– 

I love you more than the flame 

that limits the world 

to the circle it illuminates 

and excludes all the rest. 

 

[The poet praises the dark for its universal embrace, and for welcoming the creations of his imagination, and 

then concludes, “I believe in the night.”]  

 

Musical Interlude 
“Lullaby”     

Daniel Elder 

TUUC Choir; Tracy Hall, piano 

 

Reading 
“Ghazal:  A Night Already Devoid of Stars” 

Jackleen Holton Hookway 

 

Our reading is about a parent saying goodnight to her child. In Arabic poetry, a ghazal is understood as a 

poetic expression of both the pain of loss or separation and the beauty of love in spite of that pain. 

  

This reading is a ghazal by Jackleen Holton Hookway entitled “A Night Already Devoid of Stars.” It begins 

with the following epigraph from The Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s Strength to Love. 

 

Returning violence for violence multiplies violence, adding a deeper darkness to a night already devoid of stars.  

 

Jackleen Holton Hookway writes: 

 

The stars seem dimmer, further away tonight, 

the TV finally turned off, the night 

 

moving across the globe, lights going out 

in a wave. I wait on my balcony. Tonight’s 

 

forecast: meteor showers. The sky drains 

of light. A dying star shoots across night’s 

 

dark screen.  
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[The poet describes the scene presented earlier on her television screen, a man in the spotlight promising 

both safety and violence, pledging to multiply yet wall out darkness. And remembering the words of Dr. 

Martin Luther King, she thinks that only love can drive out hate, and that we choose to be the night, or the 

starlight. Yes, fear is like the night, driving away truth and conscience, but still the moon lights the night in 

which she puts her daughter to bed.  

 

She concludes as she  

“bent to kiss her forehead, switched off the lamp, 

the glow-in-the-dark stars lighting her night, 

 

and she called me my favorite name. Night, night, 

Mommy, she said as I made a wish. Night, night.” 

 

Offertory 
“All Through the Night”   

Traditional Welsh 

Text adapted by Alicia Carpenter  

TUUC Choir; Dominique Hall, oboe 

 

Homily 
And Still The Mystery Surrounds Us 

Rev. Clare Petersberger 

 

“Sleep My Child” is one of the lullabies I remember from my childhood. My grandmother played it on the 

piano, always noting that it was from Wales, because that is where her parents were from.  

 

When you think back to your childhood, do you remember particular lullabies—music that befriended the 

darkness and gave you a sense of security? What were they? I remember the sound of my parents’ voices 

reading to me at night before the lights were turned out. I remember a few small plush animals that kept 

watch all through the night and guarded against any monsters under the bed. And I remember a window just 

above my bed through which the stars and the moon shone after the neighbors had turned out their lights. 

Mostly, I remember the silence of night time—especially in the winter.  

 

This memory floated to consciousness several years ago, when I heard an astronomer say that we are so lucky 

to be alive at this time—when we can still clearly see stars and galaxies. In an expanding universe, moved by 

dark matter scientists do not yet fully understand, there are approximately 60,000 stars in the estimated 66 

billion galaxies that disappear from view with every second that goes by.  

 

That doesn’t mean that we don’t see their old light from when the universe was created 13.8 billion years ago. 

It means that any new light they create will never reach us. In the time it took me to say that, another 360,000 

stars have permanently disappeared from view from the earth’s perspective.  

 

At this time of year, I have some visceral experience of what the universe will look like, feel like, sound like, 

long after I am gone. When I click onto the link of the webcam of the golf course in Brora Scotland after 

11:15 in the morning here in Baltimore County, all I see are two dark squares. A few months ago, at the same 

time, I would have seen rolling Highland hills, North Sea; cows grazing, people walking dogs. But as we get 
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closer to the winter solstice, the sun sets by 3:30 p.m. there. The webcam reveals two dark squares. “Hello, 

darkness, my old friend . . .” as Simon and Garfunkel sang.  

 

Someone for whom the darkness IS a friend is Chet Raymo, a professor of astronomy and physics who wrote 

a weekly science column for The Boston Globe for two decades. He writes, “Quantum physics and relativity are 

cornerstones for our present understanding of the world—but they were like rabbit holes that led into 

wonderlands of fresh mystery.” He continues, “One doesn’t have to be a Lord Kelvin or an Einstein to find a 

place to enter. A leaf of grass will provide ingress to Infinity. The ancients believed that the stars were 

pinholes in the dome of the sky, through which shone the light of an outer, more wonderful world. And it is 

true: Every star is a rabbit hole into another world. In the course of a lifetime of starry nights I could not 

explore them all.”  

 

Chet Raymo is someone who spent a lifetime studying stars—not from his childhood bedroom, but through 

powerful telescopes in famous observatories around the world. What he retained was a childlike sense of 

wonder. Even as an adult, he would lie on his back to study the night sky. He wrote: “. . . the light of 10,000 

stars enters my eyes. Ten thousand subtle but distinct wavelets of energy enter my eyes at slightly different 

angles from out of the depths of space . . . and open my soul to a universe whose length and breadth exceed 

my wildest imagining . . . ” He concludes, “I have a friend who speaks of knowledge as an island in a sea of 

mystery. Let this then, be the ground of my faith: All that we know, now and forever, all scientific knowledge 

that we have of this world, or ever will have, is as an island in the sea. And still the mystery surrounds us.”  

 

And still the mystery surrounds us. When Tracy Hall and I spoke about a service with special music that 

illustrated the theme of mystery, Tracy suggested the theme of darkness and lullabies. For in darkness, we feel 

the mystery surround us. “By night, we hasten in darkness, to search for living water.” This spiritual journey is 

what the fifteenth century Spanish mystic St. John of the Cross wrote about in his poem, “Dark Night of the 

Soul.”  

 

In popular culture, a dark night of the soul usually refers to depression or a spiritual crisis. But this is not 

what St. John of the Cross was originally describing. Rather, he spoke of a dark night in which he left his 

house, which was at rest. He left his house “in darkness and in concealment.” He left his house at rest 

“without light or guide, save that which burned in (his) heart.” And this light—the light of love—guided him 

to a place where, he reported, none appeared— save for the Beloved. St. John of the Cross went on to 

describe resting with the holy. For St. John of the Cross, the dark night of the soul was not an isolating 

experience of depression, or a sad and lonely experience of Seasonal Affective Disorder. Both are very real 

experiences—especially at this time of year. At our best, as a congregation, we provide a safe space for one 

another to share our struggles and discover we are not alone. The dark night of the soul St. John of the Cross 

was describing was a contemplative journey to encounter the mystery in which we live and move and have 

our being—much like Rilke, feeling a presence stirring next to him and having faith in the night, or Chet 

Raymo, lying on his back, studying the stars, and realizing the mystery surrounds us still.  

 

Raymo later wrote: “For the religious naturalist, darkness and silence are not the paradox, they are the 

resolution. The apophatic tradition ends in effective negation (God is not this, God is not that, God is not). 

Not only do we fall silent in the face of the Word, the Word itself dissolves into silence. We too walk a fine 

line, not between skepticism and faith, but between skepticism and cynicism. We try to stay firmly on the side 

of skepticism . . .”  
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I heard Jackleen Holton Hookway trying to stay on the side of skepticism and not cynicism in her poem 

about a night devoid of stars. The stars in the sky seem further away—especially after listening to the evening 

news and promises of war, or rumors of war, news of flooding and wildfires burning. It IS hard to be hopeful 

in the face of the daily news. And, yet, this is precisely what it means to be a parent or a grandparent or 

someone who cares for future generations. You don’t want to lie to your children when bad things happen 

because then they won’t trust you. But you also don’t want them to traumatize them, or idolize fear because 

then you and they will never sleep. It’s a balancing act.  

 

It’s a balancing act reflected in lullabies. The song that we sang at SWUUSI many years ago had many more 

verses in its original form. Two of them were  

“Grant to little children 

 Visions bright of Thee; 

 Guard the sailors tossing 

 On the deep-blue sea.”  

 

There it is—the balancing act: Grant us hopeful visions AND guard sailors tossing on dangerous seas 

tonight. The next verse of the lullaby is even more explicit:  

“Comfort every sufferer 

 Watching late in pain; 

 Those who plan some evil 

 From their sin restrain.”  

 

Suffering, pain, evil, and sin first appear in the fifth verse, by which time, one could hope, the baby would be 

asleep. Lullabies help parents to stay real and honest about the world in which they are raising children, while 

also offering faith, hope, and love.  

 

Of course, it’s not just scientists who need to balance certainty and mystery, or mystics who need to balance 

loneliness and Oneness or parents who need to balance healthy fears and endless hope. We spiritual and 

ethical seekers gather to cultivate contemplation and compassion in order to grow into the best version of 

ourselves. So let us accept The Reverend Dr. Rebecca Parker’s invitation to contemplate who we are 

and why we are here. She writes: 

 

There are inexplicable mysteries. 

we are not alone . . .  

In the immense darkness 

everything spins with joy. 

The cosmos enfolds us. 

We are caught in a web of stars, 

cradled in a swaying embrace, 

rocked by the holy night, 

babes of the universe. 

 

Let this truth be our lullaby in the days and weeks to come. 
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Song 
“Let It Be Your Lullaby”                                      

Lorre Wyatt 

Paul Azzam, guitar 

 

Closing Words 
Rev. Barbara Pescan 

 

The Reverend Barbara Pescan reminds us, 

 

“High above you the sun shines,      

and beyond its glory,      

the stars of night  

hide in the daytime sky.            

 

Below your feet,  

worms,      

out of their bodies remake the soil,        

and at the center  

the earth still simmers  

with its first fire.    

 

Somewhere  

between the stars and the earth’s core      

we live,  

and weep,      

we ask,  

and laugh,  

and answer.          

 

How can we not be amazed?          

Let the light and darkness  

bless each other and bless us.   

 

GO NOW IN PEACE. 

 


